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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project was to develop an online regisiration and school management system

using the client server system approach. When developing the system we focused on schools,

whereby schools can be able to register students without the students having to travel to the

school.

The system will have a client side from which students can be able to view their information, and

server side from which updates will be made and information will be stored. Thus the system has

the ability to hold all information conceming students.

Implementation of the system will improve aspects like flexibility, efficiency, scalability and so

on and this will enable institution to be able to capture a wider region thereby attracting a larger

number of students.
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CHAPTER ONF

I ~O INTRODUCTION

Background of the study

Newcastle High School is a mixed boarding school located 5Km from Kampala the capital

city of Uganda. The institution has about five hundred students draswi from Uganda and

some from other East African nations especially Kenya and Tanzania, NHS provides 0-

level and A-level education for students who wish to later enroll in institutions of higher

learning. Registrations and admission to the school are usually done at the beginning of

every of year and some exceptional ones may be done during the course of the year.

Therefore the institution has a lot of potential to attract many students from different

backgrounds and turn into a leading institution not only in Uganda but also in the larger

East African region. Its location and diverse composition of nationality is most likely to

attract people with varied interests such as investors and also sponsors.

For one to get information about the school or to register to the academy, one has to travel

all the way to the school which is at times hectic for those students who are from regions

far from the institution.

Also its current registration system (a manual system) and running of operations have also

been more of a hindrance than a success to the school.

It (the current system) involves a lot of paper work and record keeping which is hectic,

unreliable, insecure and expensive. This manual system slows down the school’s operation

a great deal, and leads to re-recording of data leading to redundancy. it also poses a great

threat since it does not provide any form of authentication.

The institution’s mission is to bring out the best from each student and the vision is to be

the renowned center of excellence.



I ~1 Problem Statement

Distance from potential students and a manual system that manages the school’s operation

have been hindrances to its expansion and sure success.

Distance has been greatly limiting the number of students who wish to enroll into the

institution, especially those coming from far. They therefore have to travel great distances

thereby limiting the school’s capability to enroll students.

The manual system at the school reduces its effectiveness in it’s operations, and the

school’s expansion dream to capture a relatively bigger number of students from the other

parts of the region and speed up its operations.

The school also wants to have system whereby it shall be able to accommodate the big

number of students by ensuring that processes that are carried out manually in the school

are now computerized to ensure that tasks are carried out fast, effectively and efficiently.

1~2 Purpose of the study

The goal of this study was to establish the problems faced by Newcastle High School’s

administration in registration of students and offering information to interested parties, and

therefore overcome this difficulty with a system to ease the situation leading to a beneficial

situation for everyone.

I ~3 Objectives
L3~1 Main Objective

The main objective of the research was to develop a system which will allow

remote registration and also getting information from the school remotely without

having to travel to the school.

13.2 Specific Objectives

The project will be e~pected to accomplish the following:

I. To research on client server computing and look at related system and how

they have been implemented and impacted different users.

2. To Gather and analyze data which shall aid and guide us in designing an

abstract application.
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3. To implement the system by putting all different components and designs together

and then test the system to see whether it performs according to the requirements of the

user.

L4 Scope of the study

The study was conducted among parties that the current manual system affects. These are:

• School Director

• Principal

School administrator

• Computer Administrator

• Dean of students

• Two teachers

Bursar

o Students (3 ~4)

L5 Limitations of the study

In our research we encountered the following to be hindrances:

1. Restriction to access of vital information by administration on school’s

operations in fear of breach.

2. Staff members were not willing to outline problems faced while using the current

system. This may be due to fear of losing their source of livelihood.

3. Students from regions further from the school were not be quiet able to outline

vividly the problems they face or what they would like from the new system to ease

application, registration and admission to the school.
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4. Lack of adequate time to acquire and process infonnation from the highest

number possible due to being tied up by their own day-toW- day activities.

5. Restriction by the school administration on the number of school community we

can interview for adequate collection of information.

L6 Significance of the study

This study was useful in the following ways:

It led to the development of a system that will be used by students and parents to register

into the school from a remote location without having to travel to the school. The system at

the school will be used in entering and keeping all students’ records, fees records,

performance of students and the conduct of the student; it will also be able to grade

students, produce final report of the student at the end of eveiy term.

All these details about the student can be viewed either from the school or can be retrieved

remotely from another computer provided it is connected to the internet, Other than that, it

will satis~’ people with other forms of interests in the school such as investors.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literature Review

2,0 Review of related literature

Online registration is the technology that allows users to login into an organization’s

system over the internet, and through its website (the organization’s vebsite). This ensures

users can access infonnation available and register.

There are examples of organizations using online registrations that are given below.

In 2007, United States Copyright Office ~USCO) announced that they were going to start

beta testing on their new electronic copyright office (eCO) system to accept registration

over the web.

The system, in theo~, is supposed to make registering your work with the USCO easier,

faster and cheaper than the traditional “file by mail” system that the USCO has used for

decades. Jonathan Bailey received an invite to beta test the system and sought to answer

those questions by himself~ like how does the system compare with existing services. So he

registered.

With the account registered, he could easily log in and see the interface, but he had to

confirm the registration before he could actually do anything. Once your access to the

system is confirmed, you can then begin to go through the motions of registering your

work.

When you first log in to your account, you are greeted with the welcome screen. Once you

click the “Start a New Registration” screen, you are taken to a page that provides you an

overview of the three steps that will follow, filling out the application, making payment and

submitting your deposits. You then click the “Start Registration” button and begin the

application process.
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Once you have completed your application, you are then taken to a page on Pay.gov, which

is a site operated by the United States Treasury. There you are given the opportunity to pay

the $35 fee either via checking account or credit card.

Problems with the eCO (electronic copyright office)

The submission process is clumsy, the layout is ugly and the language is, in places, very

confusing.

it was clearly a system designed for people already very familiar with the copyright

registration process. The system also was incompatible with some browsers. it has only

been tested on IE and Netscape 7.2, requires modifications to Firefox settings for it to work

in that browser. This is unacceptable considering that the entire process is done using

almost nothing but HTML and basic JavaScript.

The service is extremely slow and has regular eiror messages. Several times when he tried

to sign on he was told that he was already logged into the system and couldn’t enter it

again.

Most frustrating of all was that clicking the “Add Me” button, took the system upwards of a

minute to add his data in. Once, it took so long his session timed out before the data was

put in.

There was complete and total lack of effective documentation for the service. When he

reached the point where they were asking for my credit card number, he realized that he

had no idea how to prepare his site for upload.

His Thoughts

Jonathan has been very critical of the USCO over the years he has run this site and

repeatedly called for its closure or, at the very least, the elimination of the registration

requirement.
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However, he held out a glimmer of hope that the eCO system might modernize the USCO
enough to be practical in the Internet age. Unfortunately, those hopes have been dashed

pretty thoroughly, (Jonathan Bailey, Dec 4th, 2007).

Client-Server computing is the logical extension of modular programming with

fundamental assumption that separation of a huge program into its constituent parts

(“modules”) can create the possibility for further modification, easier development and

better maintainability, (Albert, 1995).

Online registration has a lot ofbenefits and a bit of pitfalls.

Benefits of online registration

• Live support (Interact with Online Counselor) for any queries/clarifications
regarding the Program and the payment of fee.

• Register for the Program you are interested in, Anytime, Anywhere by logging onto
the Website.

• Make Online Payment thru Credit Card under secure environment.
(h tips: www.secure.icfai.org)

• Download the Online Registration Confirmation letter instantaneously after
successful payment of fee.

• No Bank charges/commission for paying by credit card/internet banking, you pay
only required amount.

• You need not go to the bank for a Demand Draft, thus saving ofyour valuable time.
• Saving of Demand Draft and Postal/Courier charges.
• No hustles of postal delays of sending completed Application Form.
• Receive Fortnightly student e-Newsletter
• Facility to pay Examination Fee online and download online Admit Card for

appearing in the Examinations.
• View Suggested Answers online within 24 hours of appearing for the examination.
• View online Examination Results and Marks memo.
• Thousands of students make online transactions thru Payment Gateway.
• Fully-customizable online forms to integrate our system with your company.
• Unlimited reporting capabilities pull ready made reports, build powerful custom

reports, and send information to colleagues and clients.
Automated confirmation and reminder emails help increase attendance.
Real-time credit card processing allows you to collect payments with ease and
security.
Built-in accounts receivable tracking to keep you up to date on accounting.

• Name badge and mailing label generator, which saves you time and money.



• Automated wait-listing and early-bird pricing that better serves your clients by
allowing them to self-serve.

• Broadcast emails to help get the word out.

Disadvantages of online registration
• In cases of insecurity, hackers and pirates may access or alter vital information from

the organizations system.
• Can only serve those who can access internet services and more so those who can

use computers.
Any mishap in the organization’s system can lead to inconveniencing of customers
and system users.
Complex websites may cause problems to users who wish to register or log on.

Client/server was originally developed to allow more users to share access to database

applications. Compared to the mainframe approach, client/server offers improved

sea/ability because connections can be made as needed rather than being hard-wired. The

client/server model also supports modular applications. In the so-called “two-tier” and

“three-tier” types of client/server systems.

The client process sends a request to the server. The server interprets the message and then

attempts to fulfill the request. In order to fulfill the request, the server may have to refer to

a knowledge source (database). process data (perfonn calculations), control a peripheral, or

make an additional request of another server. In much architecture, a client can make

requests of multiple servers and a server can service multiple clients, (Eric, 2004).

Client programs usually manage the user-interface portion of the application, validate data

entered by the user, dispatch requests to server programs, and sometimes execute business

logic. The client-based process is the front- end of the application that the user sees and

interacts with. The client process contains solution-specific logic and provides the interface

between the user and the rest of the application system. The client process also manages the

local resources that the user interacts with such as the monitor, keyboard, workstation CPU

and Peripherals. One of the key elements of a client workstation is the graphical user

interface (GUI). Normally a part of operating system i.e. the window manager detects user

actions, manages the windows on the display and displays the data in the windows, (Louis,

1995).
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Server process (program) fulfills the client request by performing the task requested. Server

programs generally receive requests from client programs, execute database retrieval and

updates, manage data integrity and dispatch responses to client requests. Sometimes server

programs execute common or complex business logic. The server-based process “may11 run

on another machine on the network. This server could be the host operating system or

network file server; the server is then provided both file system services and application

services. Or in some cases, another desktop machine provides the application services. The

server process acts as a sofiware engine that manages shared resources such as databases,

printers, communication links, or high powered-processors. The server process performs

the back-end tasks that are common to similar applications.

The Server can be Stateful or Stateless, i.e. may remember information across different

requests from the same client. The Server can be local, i.e. on the same system as its

clients, or remote, i.e. accessed over a network. The Server can be iterative or concurrent.

The server is always there at a known endpoint waiting for requests, it only responds to

requests [the requests are pulled from the server as the web server responding to a

browse?s request], it never initiates an interaction with a client [though in some situation,

say for a wire-service, the client may remain connected to the server and this server will

push content to the client at regular intervals: also, in email, the mail server pushes the

available mail message to the mail clients, and email clients push to mail servers new

messages], (Louis, 1995).

On the server side, there are also number servers, (Albert, 1995) categorized servers as

Fileserver, the client passes requests for files or file records over a network to the file

server. This form of data service requires large bandwidth and can slow a network with

many users down considerably. Traditional LAN computing allows users to share

resources, such as data files and peripheral devices, by moving them from standalone PCUs

onto a Networked File Server (hIPS).

Database servers, clients pass SQL (Structured Queiy Language) requests as messages to

the server and the results of the query are retumed over the network. The code that

9



processes the SQL request and the data resides on the server allowing it to use its own

processing power to find the requested data, rather than pass all the records back to a client

and let it find its own data as was the case for the file server.

Transaction servers, clients invoke remote procedures that reside on servers which also

contains an SQL database engine. There are procedural statements on the server to execute

a group of SQL statements (transactions) which either all succeed or fail as a unit. The

applications based on transaction servers are called On-line Transaction Processing (OLTP)

and tend to be mission-critical applications which require 1-3 second response time, 100%

of the time and require tight controls over the security and integrity of the database. The

communication overhead in this approach is kept to a minimum as the exchange typically

consists of a single request/reply (as opposed to multiple SQL statements in database

servers).

Application servers are not necessarily database centered but are used to server user needs,

such as download capabilities from Dow Jones or regulating an electronic mail process.

Basing resources on a server allows users to share data, while security and management

services, which are also based in the server, ensure data integrity and security.

Of the many servers the most popular one is Apache Web Server, and Microsoft Internet

Information Server.

On the server side there are some veiy large advantages.

Any operating system can run a web server and it makes no difference at all at the

client end which OS the server is running.

Because web browsers operate by only connecting to a web server when it is

requesting a document or file, web servers can handle huge numbers of users.

• There are a variety of ways to proxy and cache web content giving improved

performance.

• Because web servers were developed as a free and open technolo~’ there is no

licensing required for individual web clients to connect to a web server.

10



The Apache web server and a number of other web servers are free. (Microsoft 115 is not

free - you pay for it with Windows server).

The main disadvantages to the web lie in the client software and the way web applications

have to be written on the server. Each browser has its own capabilities and quirks that must

be designed for. Even issues on an individuaPs computer with the same browser can cause

problems displaying pages.

Most transactions that occur on the Internet are client/server based. Some examples

include:

FTP (file transfer protocol) - An FTP client program contacts an FTP server and

requests the transfer of a file; the FTP server responds by transferring the file to the

client.

• WWW (World Wide Web) - In this case the client program is a browser. A browser

requests the contents of a web page and displays the results on the use?s computer.

• E-MAIL - A mail client program enables the user to interact with a se.rver in order

to access, read and send electronic mail messages.

Client Server Architecture

Client server architecture refers to network architecture in which each computer or process

on the network is either a client or a server, (Kathleen, 2002,).

This approach introduced replacement of file server by database server. User queries could

be answered directly by using a relational database management system. The client/server

architecture significantly decreased network traffic by providing a query response rather

than total file transfer. It allows multi-user updating through a GUI front end to a shared

database. Remote Procedure Calls ~PCs) or standard query language (SQL) statements are

typically used to communicate between the client and server.

The vast majority of end user applications consist of three components: presentation,

processing, and data. The client/server architectures can be defined by how these
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components are split up among software entities and distributed on a network. There are a

variety of ways for dividing these resources and implementing client/server architectures,

(Ga/laugher, 1996).

2~2J Two-tier Architecture

Two-tier architecture is where a client talks directly to a server, with no intervening server.

It is typically used in small environments (less than 50 users).

Data is stored and served on one end and data is displayed to the user on the other end. A

simple retrieval and display through HTML pages is an example for two-tier. This is useful

for small, simple applications.

The three components of an application (presentation, processing, and data) are divided

among two software entities (tiers). Presentation is handled exclusively by the client,

processing is split between client and server, and data is stored on and accessed via the

server. The PC client assumes the bulk of responsibility for application (functionality) logic

with respect to the processing component, while the database engine - with its attendant

integrity checks, query capabilities and central repository functions - handles data intensive

tasks.

1~n a data access topology, a data engine would process requests sent from the clients.

Currently, the language used in these requests is most typically a form of SQL. Sending

SQL from client to server requires a tight linkage between the two layers. To send the SQL

the client must know the syntax of the server or have this translated via an API

(Application Program Interface). It must also know the location of the server, how the data

is organized, and how the data is named.

The most compelling advantage of a two-tier environment is application development

speed. In most cases a two-tier system can be developed in a small fraction of the time it

would take to code a comparable but less flexible legacy system.

Since the bulk of application logic exists on the PC client, the two-tier architecture faces a

number of potential version control and application re-distribution problems, A change in
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business rules would require a change to the client logic in each application in a

corporation~s portfolio which is affected by the change.

System security in the two-tier environment can be complicated since a user may require a

separate password for each SQL server accessed. The proliferation of end-user quety tools

can also compromise database server security.

2q22 Three-tier Architecture

The three-tier architecture attempts to overcome some of the limitations of the two-tier

scheme by separating presentation, processing, and data into separate, distinct software

entities (tiers).

Presentation (client), which requests the resources, equipped with a user interface (usually

a web browsei) for presentation purposes.

The processing (application server) also called middleware, whose task it is to provide the

requested resources, but by calling on another sewer. The data server, which provides the

application server with the data it requires.

Middleware sits between (i.e. in the middle of) the web server and all other backend

applications, like databases, user authentication systems, and c-mall programs. it enables a

site to move from fixed static pages, which return the same content to every person, to a

dynamic application, capable of using programming logic to produce customized content or

the user. All major web sites require middleware.

According to (Jay, 1968), PHP belongs to a class of middle ware it works together with

web server to interpret request form world wide web, processes these requests and

interacts with other programs on the server to fulfill the requests and then indicate to the

web server exactly what to server the client’s browser .PHP can be accessed by multiple

clients, even those from separate applications. Having separate software entities can allow

for the parallel development of individual tiers by application specialists.



The three tier architecture also provides for more flexible resource allocation. Middle-tier

frmnctionality servers are highly portable and can be dynamically allocated and shifted as

the needs of the organization change.

Modularly designed middle tier code modules can be re-used by several applications.

Reusable logic can reduce subsequent development efforts, minimize the maintenance

work load, and decrease migration costs when switching client applications.

2.2,3 Basic features of client/server architectures

I) Combination of a client or front-end portion that interacts with the user, and a server or

back-end portion that interacts with the shared resource. The client process contains

solution-specific logic and provides the interface between the user and the rest of the

application system. The server process acts as a software engine that manages shared

resources such as databases, printers, modems, or high powered processors.

2) The front-end task and back-end task have fundamentally different requirements for

computing resources such as processor speeds, memory, disk speeds and capacities, and

input/output devices.

3) The environment is typically heterogeneous and multivendor. The hardware platform

and operating system of client and server are not usually the same. Client and server

processes communicate through a well-defined set of standard application program

interfaces (APPs) and RPCb.

4) An important characteristic of client-server systems is scalability. They can be scaled

horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling means adding or removing client workstations

wi.th only a slight perfonnance impact. Vertical scaling means migrating to a larger and

faster server machine or multiservers.
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2.2.4 Advantages of CllentJSer ~‘er Archkect~ire

The client/server model is particularly recommended for networks requiring a high degree

of reliability, the main advantages being:

centralized resources: given that the server is the centre of the network, it can

manage resources that are common to all users, for example: a central database

would be used to avoid problems caused by redundant and inconsistent data

improved security: as the number of entry points giving access to data is not so

important

server level administration: as clients do not play a major role in this model, they

require less administration

scalable network: thanks to this architecture it is possible to remove or add clients

without affecting the operation of the network and without the need for major

modification

2.2.5 Disadvantages of the client/server model

Client/Server architecture also has the following drawbacks:

increased cost: due to the technical complexity of the server

A weak link: the server is the only weak ling in the client/server network, given

that the entire network is built around it! Fortunately, the server is highly fault

tolerant (primarily thanks to the RAID system)

Technologies in Client Server Computing

Server side programming language such as

o ASP. Active Server Pages ~ASP~: A Microsoft technology. ASP pages typically

have the extension asp.

o Preprocessor Hypertext (PHP~): An open source technology. PI~ pages typically

have .php, .phtml or .php3 file name extensions.



• Java Server Pages: .jsp pages contain Java code.

• cold Fusion

• pen

According to (Adam, 2002), the above technologies have made it easier to maintain Web

pages especially helpful for a large web site. The developer needs to embed the server~side

language code inside the HTML page. This code is passed to the appropriate interpreter

which processes these instructions and generates the final HTML displayed by the browser.

Note that the embedded server~script code is not visible to the client (even if you check the

source of the page) as the server sends ONLY the HTML code.

Let!s look at P~ as an example. A request sent for a PHP page from a client is passed to

the PHP interpreter by the server along with various program variables. The interpreter

then processes the P~ code and generates a dynamic HTML output. This is sent to the

server which in turn redirects it to the client. The browser is not aware of the functioning of

the server. It just receives the HTML code, which it appropriately formats and displays on

your computer.

Data Transfer in Client Server

According to (Eric, 2004,), in any given exchange, the client initiates the request and the

server responds accordingly. A server cannot initiate dialog with clients. Since the client

and server are software entities they can be located on any appropriate hardware. A client

process, for instance, could be resident on a network server hardware, and request data

from a server process running on server hardware or even on a PC.

According to (Smith, 1992,), GET method is used to retrieve HTML documents from the

server. It is a part of the request line from the client and tells the server to pass a copy of

the document back to the browser or run a CGI program. GET is also used to send user

information from an HTML form. Throuuh this, the data is sent as a part of the URL in
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‘name-valu& pairs. POST method doesn’t give limitation to amount of data to be

transferred like GET method does.

Let us suppose you have requested for an HTML document or want to view a web page

(HTML, PEP or ASP) from a remote computer using a web browser .The browser searches

for the remote computer and on locating it, passes the request to a program called the server

running on this distant computer. The server then checks up your request and tries to locate

the HTML file or web page (HTML, PEP or ASP) on its hard disk. On finding it, the server

sends this tile to your computer. If this HTML document has embedded image, video,

and/or sound files, the information and the content of such files are also passed to the

browser.

On receiving data from the server, the client which is a browser in our case, starts to

display the HTML page. The client holds the sole prerogative on document display, with

no involvement from the servers~ side. Once it sends the data to the remote computer, the

server, so to say, washes its hands off it. On receipt of all requested data, the client-server

connection is lost. Thus, the next time this client asks for some information from the server,

the server will treat it as a new request without any recollection of previous requests. This

means that client-server interaction is ~stateless” with every new request generating a new

response, (SAMs, 2001).

Implementation of Client Server in World Wide Web
When a user runs a web browser on an Intemet-enabled PC, the browser sends a request

for a particular HTML text file over the Internet to an Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

web server. The web server responds by finding and sending the requested file to the

browser. The web browser displays the file to the user according to the HTML formatting

tags found embedded in the contents of the file. The user views the document and is

presented a menu of various selections that correspond to work transactions or perhaps fills

out a data entry form. The user selects one of the menu options or submits a completed data

entry form.
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The browser sends the web server a request for a specific document that corresponds to the

option that the user selected. The request might include parameters, such as entry data, that

are specific to the action the user chose. The web server interprets the request as a

command to run a particular server-side process. The server initiates the server-side

process. The server-side process logs into the DBMS and executes a data manipulation or

query language command that corresponds to the menu option chosen by the user.

The command might select records based on certain search criterla or even change values

for a certain record, depending on the action that the user chose. The server-side process

merges the results of the DBMS command with a pre-defined set of HTML tags, thus

building an HTML page on the fly.

The serqer-side process passes the new HTML page to the web server, then disconnects

from the DBMS and shuts the connection down. The web server sends the new HTML

page to the web browser. Depending on the action that the user originally chose and the

results of the server-side process, the browser could display an HTML page containing

actual data retrieved from the DBMS, a message stating that data has been changed in the

DBMS, an error message from the DBMS, or another appropriate message.

The most important aspect in the above scenario is that the HTML page sent by the web

server to the web browser is generated dynamically and only upon request. It is not stored

statically as a text file, and therefore, it is not necessary to manually maintain the

information in static text files. Any dynamic data embedded in the HTML page is actually

stored and managed in the DBMS and can be temporarily presented to users as HTML

pages upon request.

Benefits and Drawbacks of Web-Based Client Server

Benefits

L Better Customer Service

Using WBCS, organizations can gain a competitive advantage by providing better service

to their customers. For example, customers could browse through a catalog ofproduct
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information, select an item, and then submit a completed order form without leaving their

homes or licking a single stamp. The order would be immediately placed into the company

order database for processing, rather than arriving a few days later in the mail and awaiting

data entiy. The order can be automatically processed and stock levels appropriately

adjusted, assuring that accurate and timely information is available to the next subscriber.

2 Platform Independent Applications

Web browsers are now available for nearly any platform. If users have a web browser and

Internet access, their access to your application is assured, regardless of the platform they

are using. This eliminates the need to create separate applications for each distinct

platform.

Using a web browser running on my Intel-based PC at home, I can access and use a WBCS

application that runs at a customer site. When I use a web browser on an IBM R1SC/6000

located at my employe?s remote branch office to connect to the same application at the

customer site, the application looks, feels, and acts the same as it does when I access it

from home. Yet no additional coding had to be done to allow access to the application from

either platform.

3 Easier Software Distribution and Configuration Management

(Upgrades and Primaiy Releases>

New applications and upgrades need only be deployed to a single target-the web/database

server. This eliminates the need to install a client application on every PC, assuming that

users have access to a web browser and an Intemet connection. If the user’s machine is

already 11web-enabled,11 providing access to the application could be as simple as informing

the user of the associated Universal Resource Locator (web address).

As a corollary, with WBCS applications there is no need to wony about which clients are

running which version of the application because all clients use the application that is

stored on the web server, The payoff continues to grow throughout the life of the

application, because you save not only the work of distributing the initial release, but also

that of each successive release.
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4 Reusable Training

The web browser can be viewed as a generic client that can be used to access many

applications. Because of this, users naturally have an easier time learning how to use new

applications. Conceptually, if they can already use a web browser, becoming proficient on

a new WBCS application should be simple.

5 Cheaper GUI Interface

Web browsers are cheap, if not free, and are readily available. This means that the basic

GUT functionality of the application is already complete before you start to write

application code, eliminating the need to pay for, develop, and distribute a custom GUI and

any associated run-time executables. In fact, many of your users likely already use a web

browser for other purposes.

6 Simple Remote On-Line Transaction Processing

Ideally, users at branch offices or those who constantly trrvel will have simple access to the

latest information from almost anywhere in the world. By allowing remote transactions to

update the database as they occur, rather than using after-the-fact 11batch” uploads,

databases can contain up-to-the-minute information.

Imagine a salesperson sitting in a client’s office using a WBCS application to display the

latest pricing information or to check inventozy quantities, Take it a step further and

imagine the same salesperson entering the client’s order into the application, which

automatically allocates the proper quantities of products in inventoiy as ‘no longer

available” so that other salespeople around the world automatically know the true inventory

quantities.

Drawbacks
1 Slow Internet Speed
WBCS works, but works slowly. For Intranet applications, however, users should not see a
drastic difference compared to traditional client/server application speed.
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Among many reasons for the Internet speed problem is that HTTP passes individual files

back and forth between machines over telecommunication lines, and it takes time for the

web browser to interpret and display each file to the user. To improve the speed of WBCS

applications on the Internet, eliminate unnecessaiy graphics from WBCS applications, pay

for faster Internet access methods, and deploy multiple web servers and application

instances to disperse network traffic.

Eventually, the enormous growth in demand for a better, faster Internet will bring about

solutions for the speed problem. Ironically, growth in demand also plays a major role in the

slow-down. It stands to reason that until the growth of Internet access demands slows down

enough for supply to catch up, speed will continue to be a problem for WBCS applications.

2. Limitations of HTML

In its current state, WBCS applications cannot provide users with the fancy interfaces

provided by applications constructed with other GUI development tools. Applications

designed with these types of tools can be customized to complete complex transactions

from a single screen. Although WBCS applications still do the job right, complex

transactions may require that the user navigate several simple screens rather than use a

single complex screen.

An example of this drawback is that HTML forms currently have no built-in method to

perform input validation or masking. To the web browser, eveiything entered into HTML

fonn is just text, which means a server-side process must perform data validation after the

ently has already been submitted from the browser. If there is a validation error, the server-

side process must send an HTML page back to the browser to inform the user of the error.

This is not as efficient as having a client-side process perform the validations before the

data is submitted.

Java, ActiveX, and other similar tools promise to allow development of more complex user

interfaces for WBCS applications. Also, certain other proprietary browser Hplug~insfl allow
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more complex client-side processing, as long as the HTML page has been designed to

trigger the browser plug-in and instruct it how to operate. When deciding whether to use

such proprietary client-side tools, a key consideration should be that using these tools could

nulliflj some of the major benefits of WBCS, such as platform independent applications,

easier software distribution, and a cheaper GUT.

1, More Complex Security Issues

Because of the open nature of the Intemet, security of WBCS data is a serious issue.
Extra steps must be taken to ensure that private information remains private. The level
of security required for your application depends on the volatility of the information
being passed between the web server and the browser. Internet security cannot be fully
covered within the scope of this article; however, following are some points to
consider:

• The seriousness of the security question is dramatically affected by whether the

application is accessible over the Internet or only via an internal Intranet.

• It is relatively easy to give particular web sites encrypted (digest) or non-encrypted

(basic) user name or password protection.

• It is relatively easy to restrict access to a particular web site based on the Internet

location from which the user is attempting to access the site.

• It is not easy to secure files that flow between the web site and the client browser.

Conclusion

There are a number of programs, and services and other requirements that must be in place

for online registration to be successful. The organization must have a working system that

holds information required by users who intend to register online.

There must also be a functional website with an easy interface which will not give users a

difficult time when registering. This website must be linked to the organization’s system.

That way, those who login remotely enter the system.
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Relative to the Internet, the Web browsers (mozilla. explorer, Netscape) are a client

program that requests services (the sending of Web pages or files) from a Web server

(which technically is called a Hypertext Transport Protocol or HTTP server) in another

computer somewhere on the Internet. Web server in client server implementation can be

Apache web server or Intemet Information Server. Apache web server is the most popular

web server is extremely quick and amazingly stable.

In an internet environment the web browser is usually used as the client from which one is

able to make requests for pages. Web servers act as servers and the most preferably is web

server is the Apache web server which is commonly used. PNP being the software that

interprets requests made by the web browser to the web server in an internet environment it

falls in the categoiy of middleware .So with he three components implemented in any

application it automatically qualifies the application to be classified as three tier

architecture

PHI? is Open source languages provide the user with the complete source code to the

language. Not only is the language free of charge, but the user also is granted the freedom

to alter the language to suit their needs. Closed source languages (ASP/VBScript,

ColdFusion, Pen), in contrast, fall under the control and development of a fixed entity,

usually a corporation, The languages~ futures are controlled by corporate business strategy.

If a new strategy clashes with a developer’s future directions, this causes problems.,

PHP’s growth into “the web language” came from its strategic positioning within the

middleware market. As a specialized web-centric language, PHP helped developers solve

common problems with a minimum of fuss. As an open source language, it reduced their

risk of hold-up and provided developers with the valuable option of writing their own code

in the case of a shift in direction. This combinations helped easy adoption of PHP on a

standalone basis.

PHI? works veiy well hand in hand when used with Apache web server which is also cross

platform. Both PHP and Apache have been recommended to be the software product that

are best suited to be used in an internet environment
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The first mover advantage of the PHP Apache module turned the spread of Apache into the

spread of PITP. Installing Apache also meant installing PUP.

Php is a cross platfonn software, easy and fast to implement, easy to learn and works so

well together with HTML and Mysql database. PUP accesses everything that is Informix,

oracle, DB2.
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CHAPTER THREE

3M Methodology

To carry out the study, we were required to seek permission from the relevant authorities of

NHS, i.e. the school administration.

3J Data collection and analysis

3J~1 Primary sources

Interviews

During the interview we wanted to find much about how each staff goes about doing their

tasks and how easy they find it when using the current system in place.

In the interviews we had a one on one talk with the respondents which was vital since we

were able to study our respondents and know when to ask a particular question.. In our

interview we wanted to find much about how each staff goes about doing his/her task and

how easy they find it when using the manual system in place. Of most interest was the

school administrator who had the overall responsibility of ensuring the running of the

manual system in place.

Some of individuals that we interviewed were;

o School Director

• Principal

• School administrator

• Computer Administrator

• Dean of students

o Teachers

• Bursar

• Students(3-4)

Questionnaires

Since interviews are time consuming to some extent tiresome, it was our intention to use

questionnaires to gather information from our respondents. The reason for this is because
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respondents are more comfortable filling in the answers. We used simple well structured

questions.

Some of the data collected using the questionnaire was as follows:

I. How easy the current system works.

2. How easy it is to work with the manual system.

3 Whether any of the staff has computer skills

4, Improvements they expect from the automated system etc.

However we anticipated some of the questionnaires failing to be returned, thus we

distributed as many questionnaires a possible.

3J2 Secondary sources

School Records

With the pemtission of the adminisLration of NHS, we studied their books of records to try

and understand their system better and first hand. With this we were able to point out the

flaws and merits of their manual system.

Internet

Materials provided on the internet was used to aid in finding out more about how client

server has impacted the environments where it has been implemented and to what level it is

being appreciated.

Books

Information was also collected from books to help in gathering the relevant and required

information. We reviewed work done by scholars on the related fields to broaden our

understanding of the area.
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3A AN ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS

3~4~I A table showing number of respondents from the data collected
Tablel

People Interviewed { Respondents
School Director I
Principal 1
School administrator 3
Computer Administrator 2

Dean of students 1
Teachers 5
Bursar 2
Students 4
Total 19
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3.4.2 A table showing respondents’ opinion to the new automated
system’s effectveness

Table 2

Response Frequency Percentage

Reliable 5 50%

Effective 3 30%

Not reliable 1.5 15%
Not Effective 0.5 10%
Total 10 100%

Below: graph showing respondents’ opinion on system’s effectiveness
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3.4.3 Respondent’s opinion on whether the organization will benefit from the
system
Table 3

Response Frequency Percentage

Yes 10 70%

No 0 30%

Total 10 100%

3.4.3 Employee’s skills in handling an automated system

Table 4: EMPLOYEE’S SKILLS IN HAND ING AN AUTOMATED SYSTEM

Response Frequency Percentage
Skilled 3 30%
Less skilled 6 60%
Not skilled 1 10%
Total 10 100%

Below: graph showing respondents’ opinion on the system’s benefits
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BELOW: GRAPH SHOWING EMPLOYEE’S SKI LS IN HANDLING AN
AUTOMATED SYSTEM
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3.5 Summary of the findings

Going by the above results most of the respondents support the idea of the implementation

of the system. Having most of the staff in the school having skills and being computer

literate means that the training of the staff/users will not be hard and this means that the

users will find the system easy to use and appreciate the impact of the system when

introduced into the school

3.6 Feasibility Study
This was a study that was carried out to establish whether or not the system was viable and

if the school would afford it economically, socially and technically. The study enabled us

to have good ground to argue out concerning the relevance and importance of the system to

the school
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3~&1 Economic Feas~bihty
We carried out this study to establish whether the benefits of the system being proposed

will out weigh the cost of implementing the new system. We found that the system is viable

since the institution has the resources required in the process of adoption of the system and

it has planned to acquire necessaiy materials. The system will help reduce the amount of

time it takes to advertise for the school on the media and newspaper, preparing and posting

of report books, journals, books, fees structure. The cost of buying flies that used to store

student details will also be reduced. Since most of the staff is skilled and computer literate,

veiy minimal unnoticeable cost will be realized in training the staff.

3~6dd Methods used in analyzing Economic Feasibility

a. Payback period
This is a straight forward method it only considers the initial investment cost and the

expected annual cash flows. This method also express cost as a ration of the cash follow to

get the number ofyears required to repay back the cost incurred. This method assumes that

the cash flows will be constant and that there will be no ~ariations.

Payback = initial investment/Annual cash flow

Figure 1: A table showing projected investment capital

Investment Approximate Amount (USD, @ Year)

Hosting of the site 200

Maintenance of the 95

site

Total Amount 295
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Figure 2: A table showing expected payba~k to the school

Payback(yearly) Expected values

Cost ofposting letters, fees structure, 1500

Report forms, magazines and the cost of

Advertising via media and news paper

Total 1500

Payback 295 = 0.195=0.2 years (Approximately 3 months)

1500

3q62 Operational Feasibility
This is the study that we carried out to address the question whether the new system

operations are acceptable to the users and whether there were enough trained and

experienced personnel who could help build up the site, host and maintain it. All the

questions that we addressed turned to be positive which meant that the implementation of

the system was still supported by the staff

3~6~3 Techn~ca~ Feas~bHity
A technical feasibility study was conducted to determine whether the proposed solution

could be implemented using the available hardware, software and technical resources. The

study indicated that the organization has computers that meet the required specifications,

required software to run, operate and support the proposed system. Employees require

training to enhance their skills especially the administrator in the school needs to be trained

a lot on how to work on the server.
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3~7 System requirement specification

3~7J Purpose of the document
The system requirements specification is a translation of the data collected during the

analysis stage to a more clear and understandable format. The objectives of this

specification are to provide a system overview of the system to be designed including

goals, objectives, specifications, its functional requirements and scope.

3~7~2 The scope of the product
The system shall be used to by students/parents to register into the school from a remote

location without having to travel to the school. The system at the school will be used In

entering and keeping all student’s records, fees records, peiformance of students and the

conduct of the student it will also be able to grade students, produce final report of the

student at the end of eveiy term.

All these details about the student can be viewed either from the school or can be retrieved

remotely from another computer provided it is connected to the internet

3~7~3 OveMew of the system
The system will in generally be user friendly to the users in that it will enable anyone get to

know about any detail about the school without having to go all the way to the school.

The system will also enable teachers to take less time in grading of students and preparing

of the report forms.

3~7A CHents of the system
The clients of the system at the moment are private schools because the system focuses

more on advertising schools and making work easier for the staff and the parents.

3~7~5 Users of the system

~ PrincipleiDirector:~view any information about the school

• Administrator:~the purpose of the administrator is to take care of the remote

requests made and updating the data.

• Bursar: updating Fees details of each student

• Teachers: enter results of each student and updating the student’s report forms.
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3e8 Requirements

3.8J Functional Requirements
The following are the functional requirements to be met by the system

a) Registration:- Anyone will be able to register into the school online without having

to travel all the way to the school.

b) Entry of marks:-this will be done by the teacher who will be entering marks for

each and every student.

c) Entry of fees payment details:- this will be carried out by the bursar of the school

who will

d) Updating of the database:- will be carried out by the administrator who will also

controlling the whole functionality of the system.

e) Browsing: The system will enable students and parents to login in using unique

identity and remotely view their information concerning report forms fees payment

details other new people will be able to know about the school that is, school

updates, school magazines and journals and all other information that anyone is

interested knowing about the school. The system will enable students or parents to

view their results online after entering their private number (password).

3~8~2 Non Functional Requirements

a) Performance requirements
The system will be able to handle large amount of data, processing of transactions

especially on the server side so the basic recommended requirements are Pentium IV

Processing capable machine most probably 2.7 GHZ, 512 MB RAM, 80GB storage

capacity. This will enhance efficiency of operations.

b) Look and feel requirements
The system shall have a conservative and professional appearance.. This shall be in

confonnance to the expectations of the organization. The user interfuce must ensure a

pleasant feeling to the users.

c) Usability Requirements
The graphical user interface of the system will be comfortable enough to enable every

new user to easily use the system
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d) Operational Requirements
The system should operate effectively across different operating system’s plaffouns and

shall also support hardware from different multi vendors

e) Scalability requirements
The system shall accommodate further increase in nodes and users without causing any

break down.

f) Maintainability and Support Requirements
Functionalities in the middlen are will be always be added when new operation in the

school comes up and needs to be computerized. The system will be able to handle

changes in the future at minimal costs and effort.

g) Reliability

As long as power and internet is available, the system will be available to the user

whenever required.

h) Re~Usability

Modules in the system can be used more than once throughout the system and in

future versions of the same.

3~8~3 Data Requirements
For data input the system requires a keyboard to be able to input data into the system data

can be entered online or at the school, either way it will be saved into the database. When

viewing any information online every request made by the client will and response

generated will be gotten from the data queried on the database.

3~8,4 User Documentation and Training
A user manual documentation shall be supplied upon the release of the system. This will

act as aid to the use of the product. The training shall be carried out to ensure that they are

acquainted with the major operations
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CHAPTER FOUR
SYSTEM ANALYSIS

4J Use Case Diagrams
Use case diagrams are used for analysis of functional requirements by identi~ring the

primary elements (actors) and processes (use cases) that form the system and showing their

relationships. Various users will access the system. These include:

4JJ Actors
4.LL1 User Actor:
User is a person who visits and interacts with the site, Users in my application will consist

of;

~ New user-Browse and register into the school

Figure 4.1 below shows a Use case model on the server side of the school system the Use

case model has three actors whereby each actor carries out different tasks. The actors

include;

4d,L2, Administrator Actor:
These include technical staff, database administrator or any other with member of staff

with administrative rights. He can accomplish a number of responsibilities through the site.

Register new students: in the normal course of events, an administrator has to first

login using the given password then start registering a new student the administrator

by entering all the necessary details in the registration form and submit the

information to the database.

The pre-condition is that the students should not exist in the database in order to be

registered. For the post-condition the student has to be in the database in order for

the system to be used to manage the other entire student’s information.

• Adding and removing of classes: in the main admin page there is a link that used

to get to the option of adding and removing of terms and forms on yearly basis.

In the normal course of event a link called exam analysis is displayed where the

administrator has to click on it and get a page where he can now be able to add or

remove classes.
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Pre-condition is that the class that has to be added should not be existing in the

database and the post-condition is that new class has to be existing in order to add

subjects.

• Adding and removing of subjects: in the normal course of event an administrator

clicks on the subject link and views a page where he is able to add new subjects or

remove them.

The pre-condition is that new subjects have to be added and in the pre-condition is

that subjects have to be available in order for marks to be entered.

Adding and removing users of the system: an administrator can add new user by

entering a user’s usemame and password or remove a user by clicking on the cross

button. The pre-condition is that the user being registered should not be the

database and the post-condition is that you can only be able login into the system if

only you are a registered user.

4J,L3. Teacher Actor—
Teacher has to log in using the given password and this will display a page showing the

available classes which are displayed as hyperlinks for which the teacher can click on each

link to be able to enter new marks or be able to view student’s results that were previously

entered.

4~LL4, Bursar Actor-
The bursar has to log in so as to be able to view a page which he can use to view fees

payment details of students and also view and update and set the fees structure and enter

any payment that is made by students.

4~2 Scenario
The possible scenarios in the both the client and server side of a client server system

include;

Login: this is for authentication and authorization of users who are already in the system’s
database

Register new Students: A web page for registering new students into the school and ad the
student in the system’s database

Enter marks: done by the teacher on the server side to enter data into the system from
where students can access remotely and view it.

Enter fees details: done by the bursar on the server side to enter fees details into the
system from where students can access and view the fees structure remotely
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Browse: this is done at the client side where students who have already been registered
and admitted into the school can access the system remotely and be able to view details like
academic performance, fees details and so on

minist

Figure 4J Use Case Model

Figure 4.2 below shows a Use case model on the client side of the school system the Use

case model has two actors .The actors include;
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Student/Parent~normal course of action is where a user correctly logs in into the system

from the remote client side after which he will be able to view information concerning fees,

performance and any other information that is added to the web site about the school.

Pr&condition is that a student/parent must have the correct password and usemame which

will enable them to successfully log in and the pre-condition is that there has to be data that

was already entered by the administrator or teacher from the server side in order for the

student/parent to be able to view them from the client side.

New user-for a new user who wants to register into the school uses the Register link which

will display a registration form where now the user can iiii in and submit it to the database.

Pre-condition is that the student should not be existing in the database and for the Post-

condition the students should be existing in the database to allow allocation of subject ad

classes and putting all other information related to the student.

Figure4~2 Use Case Model
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4~3 Conceptual Class Diagrams
From the use cases the following are the classes and methods that were realized. The

diagram below shows a representation of conceptual class diagram.

Student

Id lpayfeesl*
* choosing subjects I Names

Class
Phone number

Fees

new exams
Id
Amount

Id Payer
Class Terms
subjects Date

I *add/remove subject I

Exams

lass:
ear:
nm:

Figure 4.3
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4A Sequence Diagram
Sequence diagrams are used to show how different actors interact ~th the system by
carrying out different tasks

4AJ Sequence diagram showing process of administrator of entering
data into the database

~rator

Enter

LoadO

Click on any
link

EditDataO~,

Submit data ()

Figure 4A Sequence diagram
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4~4~2 Sequence diagram showing process of bursar of entering fees into
the database

Login Page Fees Page Set fees page LDatabase

Enter password ()

~assword Validated ()

Load ()

Click set fees link

Load ()

Figure 43 Sequence diagram

Enter Amount () ~

Submit()
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4~4~3 Sequence diagram showing process teacher goes through when
entering marks into the database

Login Page Exam’s Page Mark’s page Database

Enter password~

Password Validated ()

Upload ()

: Click subject link

Upload()
Enter Marks ()

Submit marks fl

Figure 4~6 Sequence diagram
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4~4~4 Sequence diagram representing a new user’s Registration process

Home page Regis~ation Da~base
form

user
Click Register
link

Upload ()

Enter Data ()

igure 4~7 Sequence diagram

Submit data ()

Registration confirmation ()
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Detailed class diagram

* choosing subjects 1

new exams
6

[d: integer
class: String
Subject: String

lew exams(id,
lass, subjec~

: Exams

Diass: String
(ear: integer
[‘erm: String

1 *add/remove subject I

I pay fees 1*

Sxams (String,
nteger
String)

Student

-Id: integer
-Names: string
-Term: integer
-Form: integer
-Address: integer
-Phone Number:
integer
-Town: string

±new stud(id, names,
Term, Form, Address,
Phone number, Town)
+POST (id, names,

Fees

-Id: integer
-Amount:
integer
-Payer: string
-Terms: string
-Date:Date

+Payfees(id,
Amount, payer,
Terms, Date).
+POST(id,
Amount, payer,
Terms, Date).
+insert(id,
Amount, payer,
Terms, Date).

Figure 4~8 detailed class
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4.6 UML deployment diagram

RegistrationPage
:i

Homepage

: LoginPage

~e 4~9UML deployment diagram

The deployment show an abstract design of our system of the client side and sever side and
different operations carried out at each part

_______________ /

Client side

/
Server side

k

/

/
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4~7 USER INTERFACE DESIGN

Below are abstract designs for different forms. The designs show a sample of the final web

pages that we will come up with. In the design we will be showing where we will place

various links in different modules and also how what each page will contain.

4~7J ABSTRACT DESIGN FOR HOME PAGE AND LOGIN MODULE

DiIAGE NAIvIE OF THE WEBSITE

HOME LINK

J USERNAME LABEL INPUT BOX FOR USERNAME

STUDENT’S LINK
PASSWORD LABEL INPUT BOX I OR PASSWORD

EXAM LINK
LOGIN BUTTON

REGISTER LINK

FEES STRUCTURE
LINK

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT
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4~7~2 ABSTRACT DESIGN FOR REGISTRATION WEB PAGE

[0MB LINK

NAME Of THE PAGE

TUDEN~S LINK

EES LINK

LABEL FOR STUDENT’S SURNAME

LABEL FOR OlI-IER NAMES OF A STUDI

LABEL FOR CLASS

TEXUBOX FOR STUDENT’S SURNAME

j TEXTBOX FOR OTIWR NAMES OF A STUDENT

TCUR~ BOX FOR CLASS

XAM LINK

)PYRIGHT STATEMENT

LABEL FOR PARENT’S TITLE

LABEL FOR PARENT’S SURNAME

LABEL FOR O’fl lEE NAMES OF A STUDENT

LABEL FOR PARENT’S PHONE NUMBER

LABEL FOR PARENT’S POSTAL ADDRESS

LABEL FOR PARENT’S TOWN AREA

SUBMIT BUTTONI j RESET BUTTON

LABEL FOR PARENT’S TOWN AREA

[vIAGE NAME OF THE WEBSITE

TEXTBOX FOR PARENT’S TITLE

FEXTBOX FOR PARENT’S SURNAME

TEXTBOX FOR OTHER NAMES OF A

TEX’IBOX FOR PARENT’S PHONE
NUMBER

TEXTBOX FOR PARENT’S POSTAL
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4~7~3 ABSTRACT DESIGN FOR MARKS WEB PAGE

UvIAGE NAME OF THE WEB SITE

DESCRIPTION OF THE PAGE BEING VIEWED

HOME LINK

~ LOGOUT LINK
STUDENT’S LiNK

FEES LINK

EXAM’S LINK

~ SUBJECT’S LABLE NA~ OF ~ SHEJECT

J ADM NO LABLE J MARK’S LABI Ii

~ ADM NO 1 TEXT BOX FOR MARKS

L~NTTNUE BTJTTON RESET BUTTON

Copyright statement
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4~7~4 ABSTRACT DESIGN FOR SCHOOL FEES WEB PAGE

IMAGE NAME OF THE WEBS1TE

NAME OF PAGE BEING VIEWED

HOME LINK

STUDENrS LINK

FEES LINK ADIvINO LABEL ADM}NO TEXI3OX ~

PAY BY LABEL ADMNO TEXTBOX TERMS I ABEL ADMNO
~ LABEL

REGISTER LINK

f CONTINUE I3UTION j RESET BUTTON

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT
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4~8 DATABASE DESIGN
4~8J CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Normalization
Normalization is the process ofapplying three steps of rules to the tables that have been

identified in order to remove redundancy from them.

~ Normal form-
First normal form involves removing all repeating groups (each row/column intersection

can contain one and only one value, rather than a set of vales.) and identi~’ing the primary

key. Tables that have repeating groups are broken down to form new entities.

2m1 Nornial form-

Second normal form checks for partial dependencies i.e. it ensures that non-key attributes

are fully dependent on the key attributes i.e. no attribute is dependent on only a portion of

the primary key. All partial dependencies are removed and placed in another relation.

3rd Normal form

In third normal form transitive dependencies are removed. A transitive dependency is one

in which non-key attributes are dependent on other non-key attributes.

Unnormalised data
STUDENT (Student number*, first name, other names, class, boarder, identity
number,)
PARENT (parent number*, title, First name, Other names, contact, address, email
address, identity number, telephone number specialty)
PAYMENT (Paynumher~ ~, student number, Amount, Date, Balance)
NEWEXAMS (Record number~, student number, exam number)
EXAMSTABLE (examid, class, year, term, time, day>

1st Normal form
STUDENT (Student number*, first name, other names, class, boarder)
PARENT (parent number*, title, First name, Other names, contact, address, email
ad dress, telephone number specialty)
PAYMENT (Paynumber~ ‘~, student number, Amount, Date, Balance)
NEWEXAMS ~ecord number*, student number, exam number)
EXAM5TABLE (examid, class, year, term>
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2rd Normal form
STUDENT (Student numher*, first name, other names, class, boarder>
PARENT (parent number*, title, First name, Other names, contact, address, email
address, telephone number specialty)
PAYMENT (Paynumbe? ~, student number, Amount, Date, Balance>
NEWEXAMS (Record number*, student number, exam number)
EXAMSTABLE (examid, class, year, term>

3rd Normal form
STUDENT (Student number*, first name, other names, class, boarder)
PARENT (parent numher*, title, First name, Other names, address, email address,
telephone number)
NEWEXAM5 (Record number*, student number, exam number)
PAY MENT (Paynumber ~, student number, Amount, Date, Balalnce)
NEWEXAMS (Record number*, student number, exam number)
EXAMSTABLE (examid, class, year, term)

4~8~2 LOGICAL DESIGN

After the final normalization we were able to design a table showing its content and its
different data types
Student table

~ield name Short form Type Size/forinat Require Description
d

tudent Admno Auto Long Yes Primary key, student
tumber* Number table
~irst name Fname Text 15 Yes First name of

student
)ther names Onames Text 20 Yes Other names of

student
lass class Text 20 Yes Class of in which the

student is enrolling
in

3oarder boarder Text 15 Yes Shows whether the
students is a boarder
or not
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New Exams table

Short form Size/format Required Descriptionield name Type
xams number * examid Auto Long integer Yes Primary key,

Number Parent table

lass admno Text Long integer Yes Student’s class
ear examid Auto Long integer Yes Year of taking

Number exams
arm Phone Text 30 Yes The term in the

number Student did the
exam

‘ate Address Date Long date No The Date in the
Student did the

~_exam

Exams table

ield name Short form Type I Size/format ~q~ed Description
~ecord number * Recordid Auto Long integer Yes Primary key, new

Number exams table
tudent’s number admno Auto Long integer Yes Foreign Key,

Number — Student’s table____
xam number examid Auto Long integer Yes Foreign Key,

Number exam’s table

~able

ield name Short form Type Size/format Required Description
ayment number * Payno Auto Long integer Yes Primary key,

Number Parent table
tudent’s number admno Auto Long integer Yes Foreign key from

Number student’s table
‘ear examid Auto ~ Long integer Yes Year of payment

Number
)ate Phone Date Long date Yes The Date in the

number fees was paid
~mount Address Date Long date No Amount of fees

paid

~alance balance Auto 50 No Balance of fees
Number paid
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Parent’s Table

ield name Short form Type Size/format Required Description
atient number* Pat_id Auto Long integer Yes Primary key,

Number Parent table —

[rst name Fname Text 15 Yes Parent’s first name
~ther names Onames Text 20 Yes Parent’s other

names
hone number Phone Number 30 Yes Parent’s Phone

number number
ddress Address Auto ~0 No Parent’s address of

Number the
nail email Auto 15 Yes Parent’s email

Number address
wn Town [Text 50 No Parent’s Town

The tables above are related to each other and to show the relationship among the tables I
came up with the designs shown below using a schema diagram.
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STUDENT

NEW EXAM
Id

PAYMENT
Id

EXAMS
Class

Class

Names

5.0 Schema diagram showing referential integrity

Subject

Tenn

Terms

The database design above shows how different tables relate to each other. Student’s table

has dependency on Fees table because from the fees table one has to identify which student

paid fees.

Exams table is used to add new classes which results to addition ofnew subjects that why

this table has dependency on Newexam table

The table shows different tables, the contents that is contained in each table and how they

are related to each other. The Fees table is being referenced by the student’s table because

the details about the payments made by any student are stored in the fees table.

The student table references exam’s tables which will be used to store information about

class the student, the term and the year.

Amount Payer

Year
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New exams table stores subject that have been selected by a new admitted student. New

exams is related to the exams table in order to be able to c1early identi~’ the details of

student making selection

1 * add/remove
new exams subjects 1

PAYMENT

Id: examid
Amount: Class
Payer: subject
Terms:

1* Pays fees 1 Student

Admno
Surname
Onames
Class
Status

~ure 4~7 conceptual relational database

sigii i~SIGN
of the kind of d tabase that we want to come up

with and the choice of language that we will use to create bles fi ~
exams

case we will use SQL for creating of tables.
exam id
Class:
Year:
Term:

Student’s Table

CREATE TABLE ‘students’j
‘admno’ varchar(15) NOT NULL,
‘surname’ varchar( 15) NOT NULL,
‘onames’ varchar(30) NOT NULL,
‘class’ tinyint(3) NOT NULL default ~
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‘joined’ date NOT NULL,
‘status’ varchar(20) default NULL,
‘boarder’ char(l) NOT NULL,
‘registered’ smallint(I) NOT NULL default ~
‘parent’ int(I I) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (‘adrnno’)

) ENGINEJnnoDD DEFAULT CHARSET=Iatin I;

Exams Table

CREATE TADLE ‘exams’ (
‘recordid’ int(1 I) NOT NULL auto_increment,
‘examid’ int( II) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (‘recordid’),
KEY ‘fk exams students’ (‘admno’),
KEY ‘fk exams examstable’ (‘examid’),
CONSTRAINT ‘fk exams exarnstable’ FOREIGN KEY (‘examid’)

REFERENCES ‘examstable’ (‘examid’) ON DELETE CASCADE ON
UPDATE CASCADE,
CONSTRAINT ‘fic exams students’ FOREIGN KEY (‘adrnno’)

REFERENCES ‘students’ (‘admno’) ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE
CASCADE
) ENGINE=IrmoDB DEFAULT CHAR5ETlatinI~

NewExams Table

CREATE TABLE ‘newexamstable’ (
‘exaniid’ int( 11) NOT NULL auto increment,
‘class’ varchar(1O) NOT NULL,
‘year’ int(I I) NOT NULL,
‘term’ smallint(6) NOT NULL,
‘description’ varchar(20) NOT NULL,
‘date’ date NOT NULL,
‘comments’ varchar(20) NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (‘examid’)

) ENGINEInnoDB DEFAULT CHAR5ET~1atinI
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Fees table
CREATE TABLE ‘fees’ (
‘adumo’ varchar(15) NOT NULL,
‘balance’ int(l I) NOT NULL default ~O’,
KEY ‘fk fees students’ (‘admno’),
CONSTRAINT ‘fk fees students’ FOREIGN KEY (‘adrnno’)

REFERENCES ‘students’ (‘admno’) ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE
CASCADE
) ENGINE=InrioDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latinl

~nt table
CREATE TABLE ‘payments’ (

‘payno’ int(Il) NOT NULL auto inc;ement,
‘admno’ varchar(15) NOT NULL,
‘date’ date NOT NULL,
‘amount’ int(II) NOT NULL default ~
‘narration’ varchar(220) default NULL,
‘terms’ varchar( I 5) default NULL,
‘description’ varchar( I 0) NOT NULL,
KEY ‘payno’ (‘payiio’)

) ENGINEInnoDB DEFAULT CHAR5ETlatjnI~
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CHAPTER FIVE

5J IMPLIMENTATION
5~2 Development tools
To develop this application we used PfW which is a sever side scripting language. PHP

will help in development of various functionalities of the application and it will form the

back end.

Another tool that we used is SQL in the creating of databases which are used to store data.

The final tool to use is HTML which helps in formatting of the web pages by making them

presentable and readable

Justifications
The application that we developed is an online system which should be viewed remotely

from any point or region. This means the use ofP}~ which is a cross platform software, its

easy to develop and very efficient.

The application being online means it should be able to hold a lot of data from as many

individuals as possible so that’s why the use ofMYSQL which is able to be used in internet

environment and also it works very well when used together with PHP.

Below are some snapshots showing the kind of pages got after coding during the

development of the system. For the appearance and proper formatting of the wordings of

the web pages HThfl~ was used. Basically HTML is used mostly for the interface

designing and for the business logic like entry and processing of data in the registration

web page, fees payment web page and marks web page, PHP comes in handy to do all the

business logic required
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5.3 Screen Shots

5.3.1 Home page and Login mo ule

El, ~dl 5.~. ~o ool,n~,ks lod. ~

~ Get&l,g 9~ted La~e.t HacSne.

~T-cdéiIiià~ ~. ~ -——~-~

Home ~ Tome LoeIi~

Students W.12c.r,~fi t., E •dfinujfi

?t~: ~
Fees —

Exams Svsteni

Register

Fee Sjr~ct~re

• Ii~i~ di~Wtiu . fl 1’. 9L~!tn

start ~ ..o~

Snapshot 5.1

Above snapshot shows a login module where individuals will be able to login in order to
view their own personal information or make changes if they have the privilege to so.
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5.3.2 Registration webpage with a form

Ut cadem,a

~e Ld* 5.55 BO 5.olnks led. FIdp

[*tp:ffcdwsjecede.ri.Jrrew*sd.pjç

0’ s.g~wi Lataimadbe.

n
Haute E-cademia:: Register
Stutients ..,‘rfitl ‘ h-~’:”.,.

~must ben pup format

Fees

Eta ins System
Strident Derails:

AdmNs: [ -- Class:

I)t~r Na:ses:

r.cardetl: f ‘~ I In: spa: Browse...

~ 0,,., di,,, tf,,,,,.n,i.,,

N F::;’:ing Par~, F eu:er Parent N::ruhr:

T,tle: -

Surname: - Other Names:

Pks:’neNo: - -- - linaC:

Postal Aicresa: - j Tm’n: ‘ . .

Subscribe ic :iot:se eioails’ 0 765 0 No

.._ s=zr-t~.. —~L .

Snapshot 5.2

The from above is will be used by individuals who want to register into the school. The
registration can be dine by the administrator on the sewer side or by the user from the
client



5.3.3 S HOOL ees webpage

Edt V.w o oo~.n.dt. 1.d. ~

http f~a5Iep.~feespIi~

— — ~Eifl1:~=~—~=~—=---—

Hoijie Pay School Fees
Students

Fees A~fl~ l4~: t,inc.unt;

P~idij. L._...~_ ‘?.~rin~: B~nkShp
EXHILIS System ~ Pn.. ~

Register

4W ~kac~ a ~ns~ - ,~piae ~J

Oa~e

lstart II... ~jJn.. ~ ~jo... ~Jsv... •c... ~J[L.. ~!)t.... ~ -

Snapshot 5.3

This form shows the page that will be used for entering of fees. The entry of data will be
carried out by the bursar.
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5.3. Marks webpage

Fit Edo s o .thrab lode H*

- ftp fiiocdmjec.th7iaierteseown.~d-ç?d..7e~sA,$fjJd..2

• Latest Headkies

Home E—ca demia:: Record Exam Results
Studetits Wekoisso. ta-oignjogu !~~4?

En,,. 0., m~r~c atc;,r ~d h-; th.,oo:Atnr:. Ftr OneF whr.cL-nnrt.~k-~ F; C:,’- ~‘ sthnpl-;
Fees t~e.

Exams System

AdrnNo: Mark.c:

p -

[Con~oe} [~J

lists —a-tc-—--—’—tz’ix Q)m... tivz—---tlrcy —-

Snapshot 5.4

This is a page from where teachers will be using to enter their marks fro different students
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CHAPTER SIX

SYSTEM TESTING AND MANTAINANCE

6J Test items

6~L1 Login
This is a module which allows individuals to access some of the pages in the system if they

have the right privilege to do so. Below we are showing some Login tests carried out on the

system to find out if the logging-in of the different individuals will display different

required pages with the right privileges.

6~1~1~1 Administrative Login
Test Data

Below is the test data used in ofder to iogin in as an auministrator

Usernanie: aa-O1 adniin

Password: testaa aa-Oladmin

Below is a page displayed showing the Login module with the usemame and password

entered. After successftul log in we will see if the page for the administrator will be

displayed
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MoziUa I iraIo~ LJLJ
Ho Go &oloo.Go Tod~ ~jo~

-- ~ ~tP t~Iao~ogn~ ___________I
~GeGki~~ted ~ L*ootKead~

ob~
E-cademia

Home .~Ogifl Recjiiii’e<
Stud~uts ‘(au ha’a at ~~~ptui ta a tiaat ra~airaa yraa ta a-sin. ify~u ar., a re~i,aarri
___________________________ E~xd,~n~a user Ia~ia aaiug ‘cur uacruam’a ,i~d pau..wurJ.

Fees act., :hat unauthar~:.a~ aaaeas c-Jais p3a.a ca p’:r~aahahle cifacat.

1~.xuiiis S~stcm s—9aa e&Oledmin{

Regisler ~‘.~.7~aatc;

td~23~I7 .3LtL’ 3 ~ Resu 4. nurojPiu~rutnmeu aIGuIrnc.

Page displayed after a successful log in
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After successful log in the administrator page will be displayed as shown below

Lde Edt !tw ~o Qsa~snsta lads Hip

t*tp:filocslpogiecad&riala&*ftdsx pip

0’ Gttiçaeted LateeHsadfrms

- I_____________Home Admin 1 Tome
Students Wekome,aa-ondniisij~~~?

Jga th~ :rsl-s bakw c’ac’wss :nap-rtan: a jn:inist:attve ftnct:.us:
Fees

Exu ins Svs Iciat • New Stwdent
• a\H st’,da,ritr
• gearcia Faa,,
• ‘her’ Ae~cwr~ts

• Lxams Anal; sir
• ~neraIhetrirw~

• E-sedernie users

~ 200fli ~taiern,e ?J1~m

Start S CSP.og’.. F ~ward. ~ tab’es,: WJ. ~ ~ 2:24 P14
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6.1.1.2 Registration
This is a module from which new students enter their information, after which the

information is captured by the system and saved into the database.

After entering the required details they will be viewed from the admm side that should be

able to get back to the student with a response.

Test Data

Name: Jane, Norris Sheila

Class: Form I

Admitted on: 2008-05-08

Residence: Boarder Conduct:

Conduct: Average.

Name Norris Sam

Phone: 0774113322

Address: P.O BOX 1211

Town: Mbale

Email: sams@yahoo.com

The snapshot below is the registration form from which new students should be able to

enter their details from. I have used the test data above to show what will be displayed
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t~f) t-cad~ri~ia.. Register Moziti~ I irefox

Go oolon~ka Iod~ Help

~tp~alto~jeceltrSoiro~tcr t*p

Student Details:

Si::r.,ru,~: Jane

Farm 1 ~

fBrowsej

Parent/Guardian zutorination

LfL:::~ing ?~renl ~i~er Pn.uit ~l~uib~:

T:tk:

~::r..~rn~: Norris

Pit.n~N~: 0720113322

I’.~.d.:r~-rr: P.Q~I0<t211

I:. :iotie ~iUai.o

flt~.’r N.~rr~: ‘sort

E~:~iI: rsoms@yohoo corn

C:/.~ 01k,

-‘ start ~

L~1 Reo~

ui~tR i..Reurnti~extr II ~•jnxm t e

~ g/tp,17 .. C;Wicrn... bOJnnd ... ~~ g)’Tmtnx...,

When the administrator checks to see if the above student has successfully been registered

he will go to the admin page and view all the students. This below page will displayed if

the student successfully registered in to he school.
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6~2 Functions to be tested

6~2~1 Authentication and authorization
This is testing of whether the right individual is identified and given the right privilege

according to the login he/she has carried out. It has been displayed above in the Login

module

6~2,2 Data entry and submission
This will involve testing of whether every data entered is saved into the database as

required has been demonstrated above in the registration module

6~2~3 Data Retrieval
This will mostly proof effective if the data will be retrieved from the client side just to test

if every request made at the client side can be responded by the server at the back end.

For example a student wants to view information from the client side

Test Data

Username:20 149

Password :test2Ol49

Resulting Page

Below is the page displayed for student with the above usemame and registration number

from which the student can now view fees statements, academic perfonuance and so on
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I cad~mi~ W149 MoziN, I irofox

~ ~dr ~~‘o ~o QooMn~rk, lod, Hr~

[*tpIjIorrl

~GI~g55atod Latest Headiries

E-cademia

Tloirie
Wdcorne Akeyo Gaurr~tte Oivno ~

rurr~t F.v SiIinc•~: sáoc.

___________________________ P~n.ant Sn: nv

Q:,f:kll~I,..

• .~~5S: Str:Kture
• ttcz’ivu::s ‘c~”~
• ~r~s1 F..~t.: is

2O~ G~W ~ Res~r~ - -~n~-P,~ orrv~ ~jfu~:xr.

6.3 Testing methods

6.3.1 Unit Testing
In the testing of fimctional units within a system, we prepared test data which we used to

see if any errors will be generated. To reveal any errors we used the test results to compare

them against the expected results for accuracy and errors.

6.3.2 Integration Testing
We tested the different integration modules, to ensure that modules interactions with each

other were working and that the integration of the modules making up the system was

working.

Home

Students

Fees

Exatus Syslein



&3.3 Acceptance Testing
Here we were testing the system with the intent of confirming readiness of the product and
customer acceptance

6.4 Constraints.
Lack of resources: one of the major resources that we relayed on tha lacked was the

availability internet which would have enabled me to thoroughly test the system and also

add more functionality.

Time-this has resulted to lack of enough fine tuning of the application and even developing

it further.

6.5 System Maintenance and Support.
The system is scalable and flexible enough to allow any changes that users of the system

want to do. Making changes to the system will be easy since they have been carried

automatically using the system but in abstract manner .For example the addition or removal

of classes, subjects ,updating fees structure and so on will be throuah the use ofbuttons all

there is to do is just the users on how to go about making any changes.

6.5.1 Addition of classes and subjects

This will make the system flexible enough to be able to change according to the way the

users want in relation to classes. This operation will be done by the administrator he is at a

better position of knowing students who register and are in the school.

To add subject

Click on subjects link, then enter the name of the subjects into the textbox then click on add

button
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To Add Classes

Click on exams link and then enter relevant data into the textboxes then click submit button

the result of a new class will be displayed just below as shown below.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Conclusion
Online registration has so far benefited all organizations that have applied it. It has had to

increase in sales, registrations and enrolment. Since computer is a growing and changing

field, better quality services from this technology are expected in the future.

Client server computing is a very important concept that has to employ in almost in most of

the organizations and institutions. It has proved to be beneficial by having an many

advantages over stand alone systems and if adopted will cut down most of the issues

experienced like traveling and communicating cost and reducing a lot of time consumption

and bringing about efficiency, effectiveness instead.

Recommendation

In the future we would recommend the use of mobile phone application to be used for

registration this will even increase the rate of efficiency and effectiveness and cover bigger

number.

As for an online school system we would recommend that wiring of money by use of any

electronic cards during registration
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APPENDIX A

Codes
REGISTRATION MODULE

<~?php
session startO;
@includeCscripts/dbcon. inca);
~include(~scripts/settingsinc);

function validate() {
var d=document.getElementByld(”newstud”);
var theMessage = “Please complete the following:~

var noErrors — theMessage;

/7 make sure field is not blank
if (d.admno.value==””) {

theMessage — theMessage + “\n --> Admission Number”;
}
if (d.sumame.value==~) {

theMessage = theMessage + “\n -~-> Surname”;
}
if(d.onames.value==””) {

theMessage = theMessage + “\n --> Other names”;
}
if(d.pno.value=~~Y) {

if(d.title.value——””) {
theMessage = theMessage + “\n --> Parenfs title”;

}
if(d.psumame.value==””) {

theMessage = theMessage + “~n --> Parenfs Surname”;
}
if(d.ponames,value==””) {

theMessage theMessage + “\n ~-> Other names”;
}
if (d.phone.value==””) {

theMessage — theMessage + “\n —> Parenfs phone no.”~
}
if(d.address.value==””) {

theMessage = theMessage + “\n ~-> Parenfs address”;
}

7/ validate an e-mail address
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If (?/~~~\W+([\._]?\W+)*@\W±([~\._]?\w±)*(\.\w{ 2,4} )rnS/.test(d.pemail.value)) {
theMessage = theMessage + 11\n --> Valid e-mail address’t;

}
}
7/If no errors, submit the form
if (theMessage == noErrors) {

return true;

} else {
I/If errors were found, show alert message
alert(theMessage);
return false;

}
}
/7 End -->

</script>
</head>

function newStudent($sitename) {
$admno= $POST[admno’];
$sumame— $POST[’sumam&j;
$onames= $ POST [‘onames’];
$class= $POST[’class’j;
$pno= $POST[pno];
$registered= $POST[’registered’];
if($pno==’--’) {

$psurname= $ POST [‘psurnam&j;
$ponames= $POST[ponames];
$pemail= $POST[’pemail’j;
$title= $ POST [‘title’];
$subscribe= $POST[’psubscrib&];
$town’= $_POST [town’];
$address= $POST[’address’]
$phone= $POST[’phon&];

}
$boarder= $ POST [‘boarder’];
$date= date(’Y-m-d’):
$feeQ= “SELECT ‘$class’ FROM ‘feesettings’ WHERE ‘description’ =

‘TOTAL”:
$feeR mysql query($feeQ)or die(mysqlerror~):
$feeRow= mysqi fetch row($feeR);
$initBalance= (int)$feeRow[O];
if($pno==’--’){

$enterQuery= “INSERT INTO ‘parents’ (‘surname’, ‘onames’, ‘title’,
‘email’, ‘subscribe’, ‘address’, ‘town’, ‘phone’)

VALUES(’$psurnarne’, ‘$ponarnes’, ‘$title’,
‘$pemail’, ‘$subscribe’, ‘$address’, ‘$town’, ‘$phone’)”;
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$enterResult= mysqi queiy($enterQuery)or die(’Students:
mysqlerror~);

$pno=~ mysqi insert idO;
}
if(isset($FILES[’userfile’] [‘name’])){

Suploaddir — ‘uploads!’;
$uploadfile = $uploaddir.$admno~.jpg’;
if (move uploaded file($ FThES [‘userfil&] [‘tmpnam&J,

$uploadfile)) {
} else {

print ~Possible file upload attack! Her&s some debugging
info:\n”;

print r($FThES);
}

}
$enterQueiy= “INSERT INTO students’ (‘admno’, sumame’, ‘onames’,

‘class’, ‘joined’, ‘status’, ‘boarder’, ‘registered’, ‘parent’)
VALUES~$admno’, ‘$sumam&, ‘$onames’,

‘$class’, ‘$date’, ‘Conduct Average’, ‘$boarder’, ‘$registered’, ‘$pno’)”;
$enterResult mysqi queiy($enterQuery)or die~Students: ‘.mysqlerror~);
$setBal= “INSERT INTO ‘fees’(’adm~io’, ‘balance’)

VALUES(’$admno’, SinitBalance)”;
$setRes mysql query($setB al)or die(’Balance: ‘.mysqlerror~);
$userQueiy “INSERT INTO ‘users’(’usemame’, ‘password’, ‘description’,

‘access’)
VALLJES(’$adrnno’, ‘test{ $admno}’, ‘Student’,

$userResult= mysql queiy($userQuery)or die(mysqlerror~);

/! Send acknowledgment e~mail
$getHeadteacher= “SELECT ‘usemame’ FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘access’=

4”;
$resHeadteacher= mysqi query($getHeadteacher)or die(mysqlerrort~));
$rowHeadteacher= mysql fetch assoc($resHeadteacher);
$headteacher= SrowHeadteacher[’usemame’];
@includeC. ./Iib!sendmail.php’);
$message= “<font size+1>Dear $sumame $onames,</font><p> Thank you

for choosing Sschname. We will review you appilcation and get back to you soon. <p>
Yours, <br !><i>$headteacher<!i><br !>Headteacher”;

sendMail($pemail, $schemail, “RegistrationApplication acknowledgment”,
$message);

if~$registered==1)
header(”Location:

http :ll$sitename!students!studpage.php?adnmo=$admno”);
else

headerC’Location:
http :!!$sitename!students!nstudpage.php?admno=$adnino”);
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}

LOGIN MODULE
<?php

session startO;
inc1ude~dbcon. inc~);
$usemame= s_POST [~usemame9;
$password= $POST[1password9;
$loginQuery= 11SELECT ‘access’ FROM ‘users’ WHERE ‘usemame’=~$usemam&

AND ‘password’~ ~$password~’;
$loginResult= mysql query ($loginQuery) or die(mysqlerror(j);
$row= mysql fetch array($loginResult);
ifl~ $row) {

$logres=O;
header(11Location: http ://$sitename/1ogin.php?res=crd45edrd~);

}
else{

$access= $row[O];
setSession($access, $usemame);
7/check access level and send to right home page
s~iitch($ SES SION[access~]) {

case 5:
header~ Location: http ://$sitenarne/adminindex.php”);

break;
case 4:
header(~Location: http ://$sitename/bursarindex.php~);

break;
case 3:
header~ Location: http ://$sitename/headteacherindex.phpp’);

break;
case 2:
header(”Location: http ://$sitename/teacherindex.phpll);

break;
case 1:
header(Thocation: http ://$sitename/parentindex. php”);

break;
case 0:
header(”Location: http ://$sitename/studentindex.phpll);
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break;
}

}
function setSession($access, Susemame) {

$SESSION[loggedt] = true;
$SESSION[access~] = $access;
$SESSION[’access9= $access;
$SESSION[usemame’]= $usemame;

}

EXAMS MODULE

<?php
session start~;
@includeCscripts/dbcon mc);
@include~scripts/settings. mc’);
if( !(isset($SESSION[’usemam&])))

header~ Location: http ://$sitename/Iogin.php”);

<?php
$id= $REQUEST[id’];
$sub— $REQTJEST[’subjectid’];
$subSel= “SELECT ‘subjecf FROM ‘subject& WHERE ‘number’= $sub”:
$subRes= rnysql query($sub Sel)or die(’Error: mysqlerror~);
$subRow= mysql fetch assoc($subRes);
$subject= $subRow[’subject’1;
$classSel= “SELECT ‘class’ FROM examstable’ WHERE examid’= $id”;
$classRes= mysql query($classSel)or die(’Error: ‘.rnysqIerror~l)~
$classRow= mysqi fetch assoc($classRes);
$class= $classRow[’class’];
$selStudents= “SELECT ‘admno’ FROM ‘studexams’ ‘WHERE ‘subjectid’= $sub

AND ‘classid’= ‘$class’”;
$resStudents= mysqi query($selStudents)or die(’Error: mysq1error~));
$examsQueiy= “SELECT * FROM ‘examstable’ WHERE ‘exarnid’= $id”;
$examsRes= mysql query($examsQuery)or die(mysqlerror~);
$examsRow= mysql fetch assoc($examsRes);

function enterExams($sitename) {
/7 Clean and trim the POSTed values
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$class= (int)$ POST [‘cIass~];
$subject= $POST[subject!];
$examid~ (int)$POST[examid!];
foreach($ POST as $vamame => $value) {

if(($varname !~sourc&)&&($vamame !=‘class’)&&($vamame !‘subj ect’)&&($vama
me!~exainid’)&&($varname !~Submit’))

$formVars[$varname] — (int)$value;
}
foreach($formVars as $name => $varValue){

$enterMks= “UPDATE ‘exams’ SET ‘$subject’ ~$varVa1ue
WHERE ‘admno’= ‘$name’ AND ‘examid’= ‘$examid”;

$enterRes= mysql queiy($enterMks)or die(mysqIerror~);
$updatePoints= “UPDATE ‘exams’ SET ‘points’—~points’+

$varValue) WHERE ‘admno’= ‘$nam& AND ‘examid’= ‘Sexamidtm;
$enterRes= mysqi queiy($enterMks)or die(mysqlerror~);

}
header~ Location: http ://$sitename/admin/exarnanalysis.php~);

}

function newExam($sitename) {
$class= (int)$ POST [‘class9;
$year= (int)$ POST [‘year’];
$term= (int)$POST[’term’];
$description= ‘Form ‘.$class.’ term ‘.$term.’ ‘$year;
$dateEntered= date(’Y-m-d’);

// Enter the exam parameters
$enterExam= “INSERT INTO ‘examstable’ (‘class’, ‘year’, ‘term’,

‘description’, ‘date’ )VALUES (‘$class’, ‘$year’, ‘$term’, ‘$description’, ‘$dateEntered’)”;
$queryExam= mysqi query($enterExam)or die(mysqlerror~);
$examid= mysql insert idO;

/7 Get the students in this clas and enter them
$getSthds= “SELECT ‘admno’ FROM ‘students’ WHERE ‘class’= $class

AND ‘registered’=1 “;

$studRes= mysql query($getStuds)or die(mysqlerror~);
while($studRow= mysqi fetch assoc($studRes)) {

$admno= $studRow[’admno’];
$insStmt= ‘INSERT INTO ‘exams’Qadmno’, ‘exarnid’) VALUES

(‘$adrnno’, $examid)”;
$queryStmt= mysqi queiy($insStmt)or die(mysqlerrorQ~);

}
header(”Location: http ://$sitename/admin/examanalysis.php”);

}
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FEES MODULE
function payFees($sitename) {

$adnmo $POST[’admno’];
$amount= $POST[’amount];
$payer= $POST[’payer’];
$terms= $ POST [terms’];
$date~ dateCY-m~d’);
$feesQuery~ “INSERT INTO ‘payments’ (‘admno’, ‘date’, ‘amount’,

‘narration’, ‘terms’, ‘receiptno’, ‘description’)
VALUESC$adnmo’, ‘$dat&, ‘$amount’,

‘$payer’, ‘$terms’, ‘payno’.’ datS, ‘credit’)”;
$feesResult= mysqi query($feesQueiy)or die(mysqlerror~);
$balQuery~ “UPDATE ‘fees’ SET ‘balance’ (‘balance’ ~$amount’)

WHERE ‘admno’= ‘$admno”’;
$balResult= inysql query($balQuery)or die(mysqlerror~);

header(”Location: http ://$sitename/payfees.php”);
}

EDIT MODULE

function editStud($sitename) (
$admno= $_POST [‘admno’];
$editQ=
if(isset($ POST [‘surname])) {

$sumame— $POST[’surname’];
$onames= S POST [‘onames];
$editQ~ “UPDATE ‘students’ SET (‘sumame’= ‘$sumame’),

(‘onames’= ‘$onames’) WHERE ‘admno’~ ‘$adnino”;
$editRes= mysqi query($editQ)or die(mysqlerror~);

}
iflisset($ POST [‘class’])) {

$class~ $POST[’class’];
$editQ= “UPDATE ‘students’ SET (‘class’ — $class) WHERE

‘admno’~ ‘$admno”;
$editRes= mysqi query($editQ)or the(mysqlerror~);

}
ifl~isset($ POST [‘newadrnno’])) {

$newadmno= $ POST [‘newadmno’];
$editQ= “UPDATE ‘students’ SET (‘admno’— ‘$newadmno’)

WHERE ‘admno’= ‘$admno”;
$editRes= mysql query($editQ)or die(mysqlerror~);

}
if(isset($ POST [‘pno’])) {
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$sumame~ SPOST[~pno9;
$editQ= 11LTPDATE ‘students’ SET (‘parent’= $pno) WHERE

‘admno’~ ~$adrnnom;
$edifRes— mysqi query($editQ)or die(mysqleffor~);

}
if(isset($ FILES [userfli&J [nam&])) {

$uploaddir = !uploads/;
$uploadfile = $uploaddin$adnino.~.jpg!;
if (move uploaded file($ FThES[~userfii&] [‘tmpn am&],

$uploadfile)) {
} else {

print “Possible file upload attack! Her&s some debugging
info:\n”;

print r($ FILES);
}

}
if(isset($POST[~psubscrib&])) {

$psubscribe= (int)$POST[~psubscrib&]:
$getP= “SELECT ‘parent’ FROM ‘students’ WHERE

‘admno’ =$admno”;
$getQ= mysql query($getP)or die(mysqlerror~);
$getRow= mysql fetch assoc($getQ):
$parentid $getRow[parent9;
$editQ= “UPDATE ‘parents’ SET (‘subscribe’= $psubscribe)

WHERE ‘parentid’= ~$parentidm;
$editRes= mysql query($editQ)or die(mysq1error~);

}
if(isset($POST[~pwd9)) {

$editQ— “UPDATE ‘students’ SET (‘password’= ftest{$adnmo})
WHERE admno’ = ~$admno~”:

$edifRes= mysql query($editQ)or die(mysqlerror~);
}
header~ Location:

http ://$sitename/students!studpage.php?admno=$admno”);
}
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APPENDIX B
Installation manual

1. Install Easy PUP
2. Copy your file which contains all the codes for the application
3. Go to the root folder of the PHP and paste your file that contains the application

codes there.
4. Click on start button, go to all programs and click on easy PHP. This will start both

the PHP, the server and SQL

STEPS FOR CREATING DATABASE
I. Run by clicking on easy PUP and right click on easyPHP icon and click on

administration and then click on manage database.
2. Enter the name of the database on textbox for creating database .To confirm if

database has been created, check on left side of the window to see if name of the
database has been generated

STEPS FOR CREATING TABLES
1. Click on “GO” button to move to a new window
2. Click on the SQL button which use for browsing SQL files that already exist with all

the SQL statements for creating tables.
3. Click on enter I order to import the tables that have already been created
4. If tables will imported successfiully they will viewed on the left side of the window

STEPS FOR RUNNING YOUR APPLICATION
1. Start PHP by clicking on its icon
2. Click on the name of the folder that contains you application codes
3. The main page will load first from their you can proceed to test the system
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